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• VERSO 

• VMM Ethernet Readout SOftware

• Central DAQ software for:

• Configuring VMM-based front-end boards

• VMM2 and VMM3 in continuos or L0-trigger mode

• Arbitrary # of front-end boards

• (Fast) buffered, UDP based readout and event building

• Calibration

• Calibration runs implementing xADC-based and pulser-based 
calibration loops

• Monitoring capabilities

• It is a graphical interface

• Developed alongside the baseline NSW electronics NTUA/BNL firmware

• Hosted on NSWElectronics GitLab under vmm_readout_software/*

VERSO Overview

* will soon have the verso/ repo up to date

https://gitlab.cern.ch/NSWelectronics/vmm_readout_software
https://gitlab.cern.ch/NSWelectronics/verso
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this is what it looks like when you start it up
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useful messages appear here

use at own risk

FEC response is obsolete :)
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run control

dump event-indexed 
ROOT n-tuple and/

or raw data file

stop & start 
readout/run (not 
VMM acquisition)

set the run type to 
calibration (will begin 
configured calibration 
loop when run starts)

set VMM2, 
VMM3, L0 R/O 

& config

enable sending 
event samples 
to vmm-mon/

open up VERSO 
dataflow 

monitoring

https://gitlab.cern.ch/aikoulou/vmm-mon
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dataflow window

“Delta” pane shows
occurrences of “out of

order” trigger ID’s encountered
per FEB

occupancy

rates
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various top-level configuration parameters

“DAQ setup” configuration 
(e.g. detector-to-elx channel 
mapping, detector mapping) VMM configuration file

location to dump output files

comment/text to store as a 
field inside of ROOT n-tuple

file/dir look up

set/enable

unset/disable

write config file
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sum totals

total # of triggers 
(events) recorded

total # of unique VMM 
channel hits recorded

# of events to record in 
the run (<0 = no limit)
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board and VMM selection + configuration

setup UDP paths and test 
(ping) FEB connection

base IP address 
(address of first FEB)

# of FEBs 
to talk to

FEB # to send VMM SPI 
to (also sets to which 
FEB we send all other 

commands)
VMM id on selected 

FEB to configure
send VMM SPI to 

selected FEB + VMMs
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trigger settings and acquisition mode

trigger latency

trigger dead-time

# of CKBC pulses to 
send for “Fixed 

Window” readout time to hold ART 
data

enable internal/external 
VMM trigger mode

enable “Fixed Window” 
readout mode send trigger 

settings and 
acquisition mode 

command to FPGA

turn on/off VMM 
acquisition mode
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FPGA clocks configuration

CKTK and CKBC 
configuration (40, 20,&10 

MHz CKBC possible)

CKTP (test pulse) 
configuration

CKTP skew w.r.t. CKBC 
(1ns steps for 40 ns clock,  
6.25 ns steps otherwise)

send fixed # of 
pulses (<0 for no-
limit) (value stored 

in output file)

send CKTK, CKBC, and 
CKTP configuration to 

the FEB
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miscellany

event sampling rate 
parameter (for sending to 

vmm-mon application)

incident angle of detector 
w.r.t., e.g., beam (stored in 

output files)
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resets

send VMM hard 
reset command

send FPGA reset 
command
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VMM SPI configuration — global registers I panel

associated bit 
names in-line
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VMM SPI configuration — global registers II panel

associated bit 
names in-line
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VMM SPI configuration — channel registers panel

associated bit 
names in-line
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calibration loop configuration panel
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FEB IP configuration panel

IP of board

IP you want the board to 
have

IP you want FEB to send 
data to

send the IP configuration 
command to the FPGA 

(its nice to send it twice)
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Loading of the calibration loops is done within the VERSO 
calibration panel. When set, the next run will process these 

loops and build the calibration n-tuple.

Calibration Overview
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xADC based sampling

Calibration Overview

For selected (board, chips, channels)…

xADC sampling rate

# samples to acquire per step

We can perform calibration routines to sample:

1. Analog DAC levels (threshold and pulser)

2. Channel-by-channel threshold variations, stepping over the VMM threshold trimmer values

3. Channel baseline & noise levels

Output data is not standard VMM events but xADC samples

… + combinations of them
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Pulser based sampling

Calibration Overview

For selected (board, chips, channels)…

We can perform loops over the shown parameters. The quantity will be 
looped over if End != Start

Output from FEB is same format as VMM event data (we are using the 
internal pulser) but stored slightly differently for calibration analysis purposes
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• For the test beam data taking and analysis we exercised much 
of the calibration

• In the time leading up to the TB, the pulser-based 
calibration was totally overhauled

• Pulser-based calibration module much more robust and 
efficient (smarter than previous handling)

Calibration Overview
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• Before initial data taking, we performed the channel threshold trimmer calibration 
in order to equalize the channel-by-channel response

• This is an xADC based sampling procedure that steps through the channel trimmer 
settings for each channel and measures the threshold with N samplings per setting

Channel Threshold Equalization

Define 
Recipe

Set 
params

VMM 
config

xADC 
sample

xADC 
sample
xADC 
sample
xADC 
sample

xN channels, xChips,
xBoards

send VMM SPI

cmd 
xADC

tell FPGA to
begin sampling

collect, index,
and decode

samples from xADC

end of loop?
no

yesstore 
ntuple start run

xADC routine
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As we step through the trimmers, we vary each channel’s 
threshold and get a measure of the overall channel trim range

Channel Threshold Equalization

VMM bug,
fixed in VMM3a
(fingers crossed)

Inaccessible trim steps are 
detected by the calibration analysis 

software and not considered 
during the equalization procedure
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The channel-by-channel threshold variation is “equalized” by a 
max voting procedure:

Channel Threshold Equalization

1. For all loaded boards, chips, channels, determine the threshold (mV) ranges accessible
2. Find the threshold (mV) that is attainable by the maximum number of VMM channels
3. For each VMM channel, find the trimmer setting that gets that channel closest to that 
“max-voted” threshold

4. Store these trimmer settings (at per chip, per board, and “global” granularity)

VMM Channel
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Th
re
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d 
[m

V]

160
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200

220

240

Chip
Board
Global
VMM Set Threshold
Max vote Threshold (global)
Chosen Channel Trimmer

Threshold Range Summary [board,chip]=[2,3]
 4.514 mV±Avg. threshold (selected) = 192.1 

Max vote threshold (global) = 194.8 mV
VMM set threshold = 194.7 mV

 = -0.1462 mVSET-MAX∆

 = 2.595 mVSELSET-∆

VMM Channel
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220

240

Chip
Board
Global
VMM Set Threshold
Max vote Threshold (global)
Chosen Channel Trimmer

Threshold Range Summary [board,chip]=[2,5]
 3.239 mV±Avg. threshold (selected) = 196.1 

Max vote threshold (global) = 194.8 mV
VMM set threshold = 207.1 mV

 = 12.23 mVSET-MAX∆

 = 11 mVSELSET-∆
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VMM Channel
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
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240

Chip
Board
Global
VMM Set Threshold
Max vote Threshold (global)
Chosen Channel Trimmer

Threshold Range Summary [board,chip]=[2,3]
 4.514 mV±Avg. threshold (selected) = 192.1 

Max vote threshold (global) = 194.8 mV
VMM set threshold = 194.7 mV

 = -0.1462 mVSET-MAX∆

 = 2.595 mVSELSET-∆

channel trimmer calibration can load
in the DAC calibration to determine

the VMM threshold in mV — this VMM
had threshold DAC of 230 counts

average of the
threshold values at

the chosen trimmers

max voted
threshold to every
channel aspires to

average thresholds at the trimmer
settings that equalize at the per chip,

per FEB, and “global” level

∆’s between VMM
configured threshold

(DAC) and the max-voted
and average-of-selected

thresholds

divergent trims removed prior to all equalization
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Use the xADC to sample the channel input baselines and noise

xADC samples [counts]
665 670 675 680 685 690 695

En
tri

es

0

100

200

300

400

500

600
h_baseline_xadc_b2_c0_ch3
Entries  2000
Mean    679.9
Std Dev     1.558

 / ndf 2χ  9.907 / 8
Constant  14.3± 514.2 
Mean      0.0± 679.9 
Sigma     0.025± 1.544 

Procedure:
1. For each board and chip, sample each channel’s input level with the xADC
2. Perform a gaussian fit of the samples per channel: mean is taken as that channel’s baseline, width is taken as the 
channel noise

VMM Channel
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Baselines Summary for [board,chip]=[2,0]

 2.201 mV±Mean: 167.1 

VMM Channel
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Channel Noise Summary for Board = 2
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Channel Noise Summary for [board,chip]=[2,0]

 0.1104 mV±Mean: 0.4099 

“bad” point detected
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Use the xADC to sample the DAC levels 

Procedure:
1. Step through the VMM DAC values (pulser and/or threshold)
2. At each DAC, sample the DAC levels with the xADC
3. From fit, determine conversion constants to absolute scale

DAC [counts]
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 10000

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Threshold DAC xADC Calibration [board,chip]=[2,2]

xA
D

C
 S

am
pl

es
 [m

V]  3.723e-06 mV/cts±Slope      : 0.8165 
 0.001344 mV±Constant : 21.15 slopes

intercepts

Can load these data into to other 
calibration procedures and analysis



30Channel Gain and Pedestal Measurement
Pulser-based calibration to measure channel-by-channel variation in gain and PDO pedestal

Define 
Recipe

Set 
params

cmd 
ACQ

xADC 
sample

xADC 
sample
xADC 
sample
pulser 
data

all boards, chips,
channels readout

simultaneous

send VMM SPI

collect, index,
and decode

samples from xADC

end of loop?
no

yesstore 
ntuple start run

VMM ACQ off

VMM 
config

cmd 
ACQ

VMM ACQ on
pulser routine
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Pulser-based calibration to measure channel-by-channel variation 
in gain and PDO pedestal for offline correction of the data

Procedure:
1. Step through pulser DAC values
2. At each DAC collect N samples per channel
3. From linear relation between PDO and DAC, get gain curve and pedestal parameters

Pulser DAC [cts]
300 400 500 600 700 8000

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Gain Curve [board,chip,channel]=[2,0,9]

 5.517e-05±Gain        : 0.8087 
 0.02457±Pedestal  : 61.24 

PD
O

 [c
ts

]

slopes
(gains)

pedestals

Loading the pulser DAC calibration 
allows you to get absolute gain in mV/fC
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There are two methods for timing calibration
CKTP (test pulse) skewing 

1. Skew the CKTP relative to CKBC in known time steps
2. From relation between TDO and known time delay, obtain conversion from TDO ADC 
counts to ns

With this method we cannot 
measure the full TDO range 

nor can we measure any TDO 
ADC pedestal
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There are two methods for timing calibration

With this method:
1. we cannot measure the full TDO 
range

2. we cannot measure any TDO pedestal
3. we have a limited number of sampling 
steps (CKTP skew constrained to be 
within time window of one BC — and 
first 3-5 cannot be used)

CKTP (test pulse) skewing 
1. Skew the CKTP relative to CKBC in known time steps
2. From relation between TDO and known time delay, obtain conversion from TDO ADC 
counts to ns
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There are two methods for timing calibration

we adjust
this window

length

CKBC Latency Delays 
1. Configure the VMM to be run in “Fixed Window” mode (i.e. TAC ramp has a fixed latency)
2. TAC ramp stops at next falling edge of CKBC after peak found — in “Fixed Window” 
mode we set CKBC low after signal crossing until the fixed latency is reached, and throw 
(a configurable # of) CKBC signals to stop the TAC

3. From relation between TDO and the known BC latency steps, obtain conversion 
between TDO and time as well as possible methods for TDO ADC pedestal measurement

we implemented the ability
to do this after timing analysis
begun on the test beam data
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There are two methods for timing calibration

CKBC Latency Delays 
1. Configure the VMM to be run in “Fixed Window” mode (i.e. TAC ramp has a fixed latency)
2. TAC ramp stops at next falling edge of CKBC after peak found — in “Fixed Window” 
mode we set CKBC low after signal crossing until the fixed latency is reached, and throw 
(a configurable # of) CKBC signals to stop the TAC

3. From relation between TDO and the known BC latency steps, obtain conversion 
between TDO and time as well as possible methods for TDO ADC pedestal measurement

BC Latency [ns]
0 50 100 150 200 250 3000

20

40
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80
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TDO vs BC latency [board,chip,channel]=[2,0,5]

 0.0003362 cts/ns±Slope : 0.5961 
 0.06203 cts±Pedestal from Fit : 5.758 
 0.0541 cts±Pedestal from Flat : 31.97 

TD
O

 [c
ts

]

“flat” region
is prior to
peak-found

(peak time =
50ns here)

With this method we can
achieve many more

(higher quality) measurements
and can obtain a measure

of the pedestal

Two pedestal measures: 
y-intercept of linear fit and/or 

constant fit in “flat” region
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There are two methods for timing calibration

CKBC Latency Delays 
Having the pedestal correction proved useful during the test beam analysis, where  we saw 

channel-by-channel pedestal variations in the TDO
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There are two methods for timing calibration

CKBC Latency Delays 
The conversion constants are different for different TAC slopes (of course)

We also saw/see dependence of the TDO pedestals on the TAC

TAC  = 350 nsTAC  = 100 ns
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• All of these calibration analysis procedures are implemented in the software package 
vmm_calibration_software/ (except for CKTP skewing timing calibration) and run on the 
calibration n-tuples produced by VERSO

• All of the plots (and more) shown here are produced in this package, as well as the 
calibration parameters being stored in text/XML for later use in analysis/data taking

• e.g. Channel trimmer calibration can be loaded into VERSO and during VMM 
configuration, each VMM and board will be configured with its chosen & equalized 
trimmer settings

• Will work to incorporate the other calibration data (e.g. DAC + baseline calibration) 
into VERSO, though much is for off-line analysis

Calibration Overview

https://gitlab.cern.ch/NSWelectronics/vmm_calibration_software

